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TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND FUTURE CRATERING EXPERIMENTS*
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews some of the key technical prob-
lems that remain to be solved in nuclear cratering
technology . The se inc Iude: () developing a broader
understanding of the effects that material properties
and water content of the earth materials round the
shot have on cratering behavior, 2 extending the
experimental investigation of retarc formation to
include intermediate yields and various materials,
and 3 improving our ability to predict the escape
of radioactive material to the atmosphere to form the
cloud source responsible for fallout. The formation
processes of ejecta craters, retarcs, and ubsidence
cratera are described in the ight of our present
understanding, and the major gaps in our understanding
are indicated. Methods of calculating crater and retarc
formation are discussed, with particular reference to
the input information needed. Methods for calculating
fallout are presented, and their shortcomings are dis-
cussed. A preliminary analysis of the afety factors
associated with the presently proposed nuclear exca-
vation concepts -�s presented.

INTRODUCTION

The preceding two papers have described some of the
potential applications of nuclear excavation technology and
the data acquired from several past nuclear excavation ex-
periments. This paper discusses some of the key technical
problems associated with nuclear excavation technology.
These can be divided into two general classes:

1. Applied science problems: Those concerned with the
use of nuclear excavation techniques to produce earth struc-
tur es suitable for conversion into useful engineering works
(canais or harbors, for instance).

*Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
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2. Safety problems: Those concerned with public safety
and with minimizing the adverse impact of nuclear excavation
on he surrounding environment.

Excavation with nuclear explosives might make use of
three different kinds of nuclear structures: ejecta craters,
retarcs, and subsidence craters. These structures are illus-
trated in Figure and briefly defined below:

A, - crater. This is a crater of maximum
_tl

t!ma g x i tuseful v.1um mad:jby detonatin an e pl s ve at e appro-
priate depth of burial. Experimental evidence indicates
that such an optimalfcraterl.��.associated with a depth of
burial of about 140 t. X W 4, where W is te number of
kilotons of yield. However, layering of the logical en-
vironment or variations in physical properties of the aterial
surrounding the shot may cause important departures from the
optimal depth of burial and crater dimensions as predicted
by this simple scaling which is based on yield only. Detona-
tions in such complex geological environments must be designed
with stress-wave calculation codes.

B. Retarc. A retarc--crater spelled backwards, to
denote that the surface expression is the opposite of a
crater, namely a mound--is a roughly conical volume of broken
rock produced by an explosion at such a depth of burial that
the volume of broken rubble is maximized and little of it is
ejected. Retarcs are normally made in brittle rocks that
bulk after failure and collapse of the mound.

C. Subsidence crater. A subsidence crater is formed
by detonaT-ng a nuclear explosive in a compactable material
wherein the initial cavity void space generated by the explo-
sion at depth is, in large measure, propagated to the surface
of the earth during collapse. Subsidence craters are nown
to form in desert alluvium, example, at depths of burial
of the order of 200 ft. x W��rand deeper. In subsidence
craters there is no dynamic venting and no lip formation by
ejecta.

In designing nuclear projects or in performing nuclear
feasibility studies a great number of practical design ques-
tions arise. Some examples are as follows: How does one
emplace the nuclear explosives of a given yield to produce
the desired earth structure? What fraction of the days in
a given month can be considered as acceptable shot davs,
assuming one is given a range of dimensions of the stabilized
debris clouds resulting from the shot? How do ini�ial sta-
bilized cloud dimensions depend on material properties and
depth of burial? How large a yield can be safely detonated
at the specified site from the point of view of seismic safety?
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To answer such questions the Plowshare engineer or
scientist requires the following:

1. A body of descriptive data concerning the nuclear
effects.

2. An understanding of these effects in terms of physics
and chemistry of the explosion and the site-dependent
factors.

3. A predictive capability for the effects of engineering
interest as well as the potentially hazardous effects
which must be minimized through design or other
actions.

4. Control of undesirable effects through explosive
improvements or remedial measures taken on or near
the structure.

All four of these aspects of Plowshare aplied science
must be developed in its research and development program.
We shall, in the remainder of this paper, describe certain
key technical problems whose solutions are necessary to de-
velop the technology.

CRATERING CALCULATIONS

The first area we discuss is cratering physics. For
several years now the Lagrangian stress wave propagation codes
in one or two space dimensions have been under development
in the K-Division Rock Mechanics Group. These codes, SOC
and TENSOR, have been described as finite-difference solutions
to stress-wave propagation through a layered geological medium
including the elastic-plastic response of the materials and
material failure in shear or tension. When stress levels
are very high (e.g., greatly exceeding the strengths of
materials), material behavior is essentially hydrodynamic.
In intermediate stress regimes, the stress-wave propagation
can be either eastic or plastic, including material failure.
In the later stages, material behaves more like a viscous
incompressible fluid. The time spent in the hydrodynamic
range is yield-dependent but quite small, being of the order
of a few milliseconds, whereas the duration of the latter
regime is of the order of a few seconds.

TENSOR has also been described as a finite-difference
equation approach to solving the conservation equations in
two dimensions, including the appropriate equations of state
of the materials involved and citeria for modes of material
failure. Figure 2 gives the TENSOR logic loop.'
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Figure 3 shows a typical initial condition for a TENSOR
problem,' wherein the explosive energy is placed in a spherized
source region that is isobaric and contained within an initially
nonmoving geological medium appropriately zoned. An axis of
symmetry runs vertically through the center of the source
region; the earth's free surface is depicted as being horizon-
tal and constitutes one boundary of the uppermost zones. To
assure first-order approximations in the difference equations,
the mass per zone is not permitted to change by more than 
from ne zone to another. For purposes of designating the
appropriate equation-cf-state information, each zone is iden-
tified as to material type.

Returning to the logic loop of TENSOR (Fig. 2, we note
that this initial condition is input as the initial stress
field for cratering calculations, and the law of conservation
of momentum is solved in Step to ascertain the acceleration
for each zone element. Steps 25 have been adequately explained
previously and involve first-order difference equations centered
in time.

Step 6 the first law of thermodynamics, is solved in the
finite difference form for the new specific internal energy
of each zone wherein work is done by the isotropic part of the
stress field as well as by the deviatoric stress field. From
this conservation law, any canges of phase can be determined.
The mean stress and the stress deviator are calculated for
each zone in view of its displacement history. Failure cri-
teria are then tested to see if the material has failed either
in shear or tension; if so, the stress field is adjusted from
laboratory-determined pressure-volume relationships, assuming
that zone volume is conserved in the failure process. After
this adjustment of the stress field, new initial conditions
are thereby generated for Step 7 and the evolution of the
system has been advanced an increment of time, At.

The physical properties of rock materials necessary for
this code include the following:

1. Hydrostatic pressure versus specific volume for both
consolidated and failed materials under loading and unloading
cycles. This information is determined in the laboratory for
representative samples, in the pressure range to 40 kilobars.

2. Hugoniot measurements to extend the pressure-versus-
specific-volume curves into the pressure range of 40 to ap-
proximately 800 kilobars. (Above 800 kilobars, theoretical
models of the equation of state are employed.)

3. The maximum stress deviator that can be supported as
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a function of mean stress for both consolidated and failed
material.

4. Other properties of the materials such as tensile
strength, elastic limit, Poisson's ratio, compressional veloc-
ity consistent with the low-pressure P-V information, and
the gas equation of state for natural rock materials having
various water contents.

To illustrate a cratering physics calculation we show
some of the calculations for the Danny Boy event, a 0.42-kt
nuclear explosion at a depth of 33 meters 109 ft) in basalt.
This case study represents an ex post facto cratering calcu-
lation. As indicated above, the energy yield of the explosive
was placed in a spherized source region 1.8 m in radius cen-
tered at the 33 meter level. Since the medium was dry,
the relatively simple equation of state of vaporized basalt
was used in this gas region (see Fig. 4 for initial ondition).

Figure sows the cavity configuration and free-surface
earth configuration at 97 msec. At this late time, of course,
the compression wave and rarefaction wave had completed their
respective travels to and from the earth's surface, and a
very weak recompaction had started back towards the earth's
surface in the region above the cavity. However, it was
observed that at this time of 97 msec the pressures in the
cavity were quite low due to the dryness of the Danny Boy
shot environment. The pressures in the surrounding medium
at this time were also low. In view of these low pressures,
a concept was developed that the material in the mound had
by this time received all the momentum to be imparted to it
by the explosion. Accordingly, from this time onward all
zones in the problem were subjected to a simple ballistic
missile calculation using the iitial condition of the veloc-
ity for the mass center of each zone at 97 msec. With this
concept, the mass deposition on the original earth's surface
can be calculated as can the designation of those zones which
have insufficient velocities to be ejected from the crater.

Figure 6 shows the predicted mass deposition and the
calculated true crater configuration. Superimposed on this
figure also are the apparent crater configuration, the ob-
served true crater configuration, and the postshot earth's
surface. The agreement between the observed and calculated
true crater boundaries and mass deposition depth is excellent.
This concept of calculating the mass deposition provided a
new and valuable tool for estimating not only the apparent
crater radius but the ejecta from a cratering event as well.
This analysis indicated that the principal cratering mechan-
ism for Danny Boy was spall, induced by the stress wave.
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From other postshot cratering calculations that were
performed, a primitive method of predicting apparent crater
depth with the TENSOR calculation emerged. In this method,
the depth of the crater is estimated by allowing the mass
deposition above the zone of ejection to fall into the cal-
culated true crater volume, including the effects of bulking
and any estimated slumping of unsupported subsurface material.
Table I summarizes the results of a few calculations (R. W.
Terhune, of LRL, private communication, 1968).

CRATER FORMATION HISTORY

From these calculations as well as others cited by the
author,' we can formulate representative crater formation
history (Fig. 7. The geometries depicted in this history
have been taken in large measure from the TENSOR calculation
of Danny Boy. Thus, the spatial scale for this d'lagram is
that the shot depth is approximately 42.6 m x W11 3. Experi-
mental data from many events and from small-scale cratering
model studies by the Corps of Engineers have contributed to
this diagrammatic representation, The crater formation his-
tory, as we understand it todav, contains seven phases:

1. Vaporization of the explosive and a surrounding
shell of earth materials.

2. A period of spherical cavity growth.

3. Return of the rarefaction wave to the uper cavity
surface.

4. Asymmetrical growth of the cavity, with the upper
part growing rapidly following rarefaction return as contrasted
to very slow growth of the lower hemisphere at this time.

5. Mound growth until the time of venting.

6. Mound breakup with foldover and the initiation of
collapse in the subsurface layers.

7. Collapse, fallback, and mass deposition beyond the
point of foldover.

In this context, a very simDle concept for optimal cra-
lering configuration emerges: namely that, despite the layer-
ing or different material properties of the shot environment,
an optimal crater is obtained from a given energy source by
optimizing the calculated mass deposition beyond the foldover
point so that a maximum volume of effectively ejected material
is obtained.
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It is important in regard to the crater formation history
to comment that the two cratering mechanisms, spall and gas
acceleration, the crater dimensions, and the optimal depth
of burial may all be functions of material properties. The
physicists making these stress-wave propagation studies have,
as a result of many calculations, developed a considerable
fund of experience. Their experience indicates that the
compactability of a material influences how good a stress
wave propagator it is; the shear strength as a function of
mean stress varies from material to material with water content
and the degree of saturation; the sound speed in the material
dictates, in part, how dominant the spall mechanism is; the
unloading characteristics of the material are important in
terms of energy available for cratering; the water content of
the material influences the cavity pressure at late times,
and hence the gas acceleration. Thus, depending on the host
material, the history of the formation of a crater may change,
the dominant cratering mechanism may change, and the feedback
between them may change. The data contained in Table I in-
dicate that craters can be successfully predicted in materials
of very different properties.

With this background then, let us turn to some of the
key problems that still confront us in regard to cratering
physics. First of all, we need a broader understanding of
crater formation history. For example, the crater formation
history for a standard 1-kiloton source, say, at optimal
depth of burial should be developed for verv different rock
types ranging from weak saturated shales to dry dense rock.
Ideally these crater histories would be developed in parallel
under one another with remarks concerning the timing and
relative importance of the cratering mechanisms in the mate-
rials as a function of time. In this way engineers and
scientists could see the difference in the cratering charac-
teristics of various materials responding to a standard source.

The calculational program required for such a develop-
ment would not be a quick program; however, I believe its
objectives are within our capabilities to accomplish, given
the necessary resources.

The second key technical problem is to extend our nuclear-
cratering predictive capability to include shots of high
yield in relevant materials. This is essential to acquire
data for the design of harbors and excavations like the sea
level canal in Central America. This step would be accom-
plished by a coordinated calculational and experimental pro-
gram. The Yawl, Phaeton, Gondola series planned by the Atomic
Energy Commission for the future would address itself to high
yield detonations in materials that vary in water content,
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degree of saturation, and density. (A more complete shopping
list" of technical questions and problems is presented in
UCRL-71216.')

RETARC CALCULATION

The first and only stress-wave propagation code calcula-
tion of a nuclear retarc is for the Sulky event, a 0.1-kt
nuclear explosion at a depth of 27.4 m 90 ft.) in dry basalt.
We now briefly review the essential points of this calculation.

Because of its deep iQrial, the Sulky detonation pro-
duced a mound of rubble but not a crater. The strategic
question here is to ascertain if this result could have been
predicted. The TENSOR postshot calculation (Fig. 8) shows
the zones calculated to remain in the subsurface environment,
the ejected surface mass deposition, and the cavity configura-
tion, at 76 msec after detonation. The figure definitely
shows that the mass deposition within the true crater is com-
parable in depth to that ejected beyond the edge of the true
crater boundary. If this mass of material is placed back in
the true crater, making allowance for bulking, we find that
indeed no crater is formed. This indicates that the calcula-
tion of mass deposition from a buried source is an important
tool, not only for predicting the aparent crater radius,
but also for predicting whether a useful structure will be
formed.

The mass deposition shown in Figure for Sulky is markedly
different from that calculated for the Danny Boy event (Fig. 6.
These two calculated mass depositions were taken as models
for the mass deposition that would lead to a useful crater
and the mass deposition that would lead to a retarc. The
mean mound velocities as developed in Danny Boy and Scooter
0� kt HE shot) were on the order of 40 to 50 m/sec, and those
developed in Sulky were 23 to 26 m/sec.

RETARC FORMATION HISTORY

The retarc formation history shown in Figure 9 has been
constructed on the basis of the Sulky calculation. Geometri-
cal relationships in thij diagram are based on a depth of
burial of about 55 m x W 3. The stages of formation are
quite similar to those of the crater (Fig. 7, with the ex-
ception that in the retarc the mound undergoes no develop-
ment of a foldover point and the mass ejected beyond the
true crater boundary is not large. Under these conditions
the fallback material and the subsurface collapsing material,
with their volume increased by bulking, can more than fill
the void created during the cavity.
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There is much room for improvement in our understanding
of retarc formation history. Two main problem areas are as
follows:

1. The sensitivity of the mechanics of retarc formation
to material properties such as those listed for cratering is
not well explored. We have the roughly sketched physical
picture that retarcs will be made in deeply buried shots in
a brittle dense rock that bulks upon collapse; however, we
don't know how much compaction a rock type might have and
still be able to support retarc formation for some combina-
tion of yield and emplacement depth.

2. We have no intermediate-yield retarc experimental
experience; the only retarc made thus far was by a 0.1-kt
nuclear explosion at 90 feet. A retarc structure of commercial
interest would probably require a yield of 10 to 200 kilotons.
At present no retarc experiment of this type is planned.

SUBSIDENCE CRATERS

Subsidence craters in this paper are mentioned more for
the sake of completeness than for their present interest to
the Plowshare program. It is indeed true that Darts of the
Nevada landscape are pocked with subsidence craters whose
formation the test engineers have been able to predict with
confidence from simple engineering relationships. From one
point of view subsidence craters are very interesting: they
are reasonably large depressions in the ground produced with
minimum impact on the surrounding environment. Radioactivity
release is minimal because there is no dynamic venting; no
ejecta lips are formed, and the sides are gently sloped
(roughly in 4. Imaginative engineers may et find a rea-
sonable use for this type of structure at suitable sites.

PREDICTION OF FALLOUT FROM CRATERING DETONATIONS

The objective of our research on fallout from nuclear
cratering detonations has been to develop a capability for
predicting airborne concentration, surface air concentration,
surface deposition of specific radionuclides, and the gross
gamma radiation field. The predictions include the effects
of (a) atmospheric transport, (b) atmospheric eddy diffu-
sion, (c) suitable initial cloud geometries for different
detonation environments, (d) precipitation scavenging, if
any, and (e) released fractions of significant radionuclides,
if known or estimated. Two numerical simulation models for
fallout have been developed over the past several years.
The first is a close-in fallout model,' and te second is
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a long-range, two-dimensional dispersion odel developed by
Crawford.' Table II gives a brief description of these
models.

Tests of the predictive capability of the KOFC model
have been conducted using actual cloud geometries, cloud
source, and shot time winds for the Danny Boy event. By
cloud source we mean that fraction of tYfe radioactivity that
was deposited in te close-in fallout pattern between the
maximum radius reached by significant ejecta and the extrap-
olated infinite range. The model deals with activity on
particles 10 microns in diameter and larger. The postshot
calculation of Danny Boy is shown in Figure 10. The good agree-
ment between the curves of observed and predicted dose rate
versus distance indicate that--given the correct input for
cloud geometry, cloud height, source, and wind conditions--
the exposure rate is quite predictable. We have, in general,
run enough such problems on the computer to develop an ex-
perience for sensitivity of the solutions to input. Two of
the more sensitive parameters are the assumed source and the
cloud height, which under certain meteorological conditions
can have profound effects on trajectory.

Some of the key needs in developing fallout prediction
capability include (a) improvement of prediction of base
surge dimensions, (b) improvement in prediction of energy
vented to the atmosphere and available to drive the genera-
tion of the main cloud, (c) study of the mechanisms of
precipitation hot spot formation, and (d) an examination
of existing data on the ot spot formation with a view to
learning how to avoid it for periods up to two days.

One way to begin on some of these problems is to build
a numerical simulation model of the venting of the cavity
gas through an "average mound fissure" associated with a
cratering detonation. We have taken the initial steps in
this direction by adapting the code called PL to this prob-
lem. PUFL is a semi-LagraTigian 1-D code for calculating
the flow of hot gases in expanding pipes of arbitrary dimen-
sion(analogous to fissures opening in the mound); the code
includes the effects of friction and mass entrainmen or
ablation of material from the wall on the thermodynamics and
hydrodynamics of the pipe flow.' During the evolution of
the pipe flow, the input to the entry section of the pipe
is a continuous flow of gas from a source of a prescribed
pressure-time history. In applying this code to the cratering
shot, Danny Boy, we assume that after the rarefaction wave
returns to the cavity the cavity gas is free to flow into
the fissures developing in the ound. At this late time,
the pressures in the solid material of the mound are low
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and the mound is divergent. We assume that it is this diver-
gence that opens up fissures in the mound during the remainder
of its growth so that gas flows upward. The observed vent
time for Danny Boy was about 600 msec. If the PUFL code is
run without any ablation or mass entrainment, we find that
starting with initial conditions at 135 msec it is impossible
to match the vent time--that is, the shock and the cavity
gas travel trough the fissures and arrive at the earth's
surface much too fast (in 12 msec). The resulting cnclusion
is that material is entrained in the cooling, expanding cavity
gas. By adjusting rates of entrainment, we are able to esti-
mate the mass of material that must be entrained in the cavity
gas during its movement through the mound. The results of
these numerical experiments indicate that material having
approximately 10 times the mass of the cavity gas must be
entrained in order to reproduce the observed vent time. This
mass entrainment constitutes a considerable dilution in momen-
tum of the venting gas. It is entirely conceivable that for
a quite deeply buried shot this constitutes a quenching mech-
anism that contributes to decreasing the escape of radioac-
�ivity. It is known that nly a small amount of radioactivity
gets out of a nuclear retarc.

It is relevant to ask: What eperimental data exist to
confirm the results of this Danny Boy venting calculation?
In this regard, we wish to cite the work of Dr. Robert Heft
(Bio-Medical Division, LRL). In examining samples of fallout
particles and airborne particles from cratering shots, he
has discovered that there are two components of fallout.
The first component is composed of larger spherical particles
that have condensed from a vaporized state; the second com-
ponent is composed of smaller crystalline particles that
have not been vaporized. The first component has radioac-
tivity distributed throughout the material of the particles,
while the second component has radioactivity only on the sur-
face of the particles. The two components in regard to mass
exist in a ratio of about part from vaDOrized-condensed
material to 10 parts entrained material (Heft, private com-
munication 169).* Although we have done only one calcula-
tion and compared it with the independent information just
cited, this first model of venting appears promising in that
it represents an initial-value physics approach to the prob-
lem of estimating vent time, energy put into the atmosphere,
and hence on into the main cloud height problem and the air-
blast source problem from venting. Until this model is fur-
ther perfected we will continue to make the calculations as
in the past. The degree of success of these present methods
of calculation is being reported by m colleagues, Dr. Tewes
and Dr. Crawford, in their papers to this Symposium-

*It is also interesting to note that the mass weighting factor
reported by Heft and independently evaluated with these PFL
venting calculations corresponds very well with that found in
computer simulation of fallout from Danny Boy and Sedan.'
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It is perhaps appropriate in view of the theme of this
symposium to conclude this paper with some projections of
the different nuclear effects associated with the nuclear
excavation concepts presented previously by Mr. W Illiam son.
This summary is included in Table III to provide information
that may be useful in preliminary evaluation of sites for
applying nuclear excavation concepts. The models used in
making these predictions of effects have been summarized and
discussed previously (Ref 2.

It is, of course, impossible in a single paper to dis-
cuss in depth all of the key problems associated with the
development of nuclear cratering technology. We have, in
this paper, illustrated some of the more central issues;
a more complete listing of the ke problems has been given
by the author in a previous paperY2 The main purpose of
this paper is to expose some of our main problems to your
view in the hope that some of you in this audience, or per-
haps some later readers of the paper, may be able to help
supply us with the answers we need.
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Table I. Summary of predicted and measured crater dimensions.

Depth of
burst(Dob) Radius (R ) m Depth (D ), m

Event Yield a a
ft m Predicted Measured Predicted Measured

Danny Boy 0.42 kt 109 33 33 33 21 19
(nuclear)

Pre-Schooner ,a
(high explosive) 85 71 21.6 27 29 19 19

Pre-Gondola Bravo 8S t 46 14 17 24 14 9
(high explo sive)

aCalculation performed with the SOC-PUSH model.



Table II. Subproblems considered in fallout models.

Close-in fallout, par- Long-range fallout, par-
Subproblem ticles with radius>10p ticles with radius>10v

(KFOC model) (2BPUFF model)

Source Stabilized cloud volume
and inventory of radio-
nuclides released Same

Transport (a)Horizontal wind field Trajectory f cloud cen-
at shot time, or (b)pre- ter and mean speed of
dicted wind field in cloud center
space and time, if
available

Diffusion Horizontal eddy diffu- Horizontal and vertical
sion eddy diffusion

Deposition Dry deposition by gra- Dry deposition by verti-
vitational sedimentation cal diffusion and impac-

tion; wet deposition by
washout process

Exposure External gamma exposure; Airborne concentration,
exposure contribution or surface concentra-
from certain signifi- tion, pCi/m'
cant nuclides

Table III. Estimated nuclear and seismic effects associated with various nuclear
excavation concepts. In all cases the shots would be fired during a
period of "no return" to minimize the airblast problem.

Purpose of Detonation Type Of Distance Iodine Distance to
nuclear structure yield' even tb to 017 distribution 1 cm/sec

rad/year radius ground motion

Aggregate production %50 kt R 3 mi 12 mi %35 km
(alluvium)

Retarc for leaching 50-100 kt R ".10 mi �25 mi ',5 km
(5 shots) (alluvium)

Harbors 1 Mt C 85 mi 40-50 mi 130 km

Craters for water
resources development %1 Mt C H H \,130 km

Crater lip dams 1�11 Mt C H H H

Overburden removal 1�1 Mt C H H H

Bulk dams �,50 kt R + C %10 mi %25 mi �,3 km

aThese yields apply to applications likely to be made in the near future.

bNomenclature: C = cratering, H = approximately as evaluated in the Harbor Concept,
R = retarc.
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EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVES
BURIED AT VARIOUS DEPTHS

SHOT POINT

OPTIMUM RATERING DEPTH

CONTAINMENT DEPTH
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YIELD: 10 KILOTONS

0im
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Fig. . Types of nuclear craters.
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Figure 1. Types of nuclear craters (continued).
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Fig. 2 Feedback looi) for stress-wave prODagation.
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QUESTIONS FOR JOSEPH B. KNOX

From R. Cesped:

Do the codes account for the effects of the natural angle of repose
of the material In forming the dimensions of the apparent crater?

ANSWER:

No, the codes do not account for the natural angle of repose to be
expected in the craters. Our calculations end at this time at two
places: one, we either have the material in ballistic trajectory or
else we have It In a two-dimensional hydro-code which Is calculating
the late-time mound growth during the time when all density changes
are small--namely, during the gas acceleration phase and this code
is known as MAC. We do not have a quantitative collapse model that
brings the zones back into the crater under gravity along with the
collapsing sides and puts the material in, with the collapsing sides
coming in and then the material from above coming n on top. This
would be very nice. So what Is done is to use engineering judgment
about the angle of repose and, when the material which is in flight
above the crater and failing back in as bulk, an appropriate angle
of repose is used by the person placing the material back in the
crater to arrive at crater dimensions.

2. From P. Smith:

Have the boundary conditions been calculated considering two verti-
cally aligned shots at different ground depths in the case of
sequential or simultaneous detonations?

ANSWER:

Well, let us put it this way, I'll answer it from the point of view
of our laboratory in that others in the room may have done it.
We have not calculated, to my knowledge, two simultaneously detonated
explosives in a vertical hole. We have calculated three simultane-
ously detonated explosives, the same distance beneath the surface of
the earth in a horizontal plan. In principle I believe we can do it,
but we haven't done it.


